Differentiating between outdated expressions and current expressions is not a trivial task for foreign language learners, and could be beneficial for lexicographers, as they examine expressions. Assuming that the usage of expressions over time can be represented by a time-series of their periodic frequencies over a large lexicographic corpus, we test the hypothesis that there exists an old-new relationship between the time-series of some synonymous expressions, a hint that a later expression has replaced an earlier one. Another hypothesis we test is that Multiword Expressions (MWEs) can be characterized by sparsity & frequency thresholds.
Differentiating between outdated expressions and current expressions is not a trivial task for foreign language learners, and could be beneficial for lexicographers, as they examine expressions. Assuming that the usage of expressions over time can be represented by a time-series of their periodic frequencies over a large lexicographic corpus, we test the hypothesis that there exists an old-new relationship between the time-series of some synonymous expressions, a hint that a later expression has replaced an earlier one. Another hypothesis we test is that Multiword Expressions (MWEs) can be characterized by sparsity & frequency thresholds.
Using a dataset of 1 million English books, we choose MWEs having the most positive or the most negative usage trends from a ready-made list of known MWEs. We identify synonyms of those expressions in a historical thesaurus and visualize the temporal relationships between the resulting expression pairs. Our empirical results indicate that old-new usage relationships do exist between some synonymous expressions, and that new candidate expressions, not found in dictionaries, can be found by analyzing usage trends.
Introduction
In this work, we explore Multiword Expressions (MWE) usage over a period of a few hundred years. Specifically, we focus on English MWEs of 2-3 words with long-term decreasing or increasing usage trends that exist in a ready-made list of MWEs. We do not focus on semantic change of these expressions, which is another research field.
From a list of MWEs with statistically significant trends, we try to identify a subset of expressions that have an inverse usage relationship with their near-synonymous expressions, replacing them, or being replaced by them over time.
Another objective of this work is to find potentially new candidate MWEs in a list of collocations that withstand certain sparsity & normalized frequency thresholds and have a statistically significant trend over the years. The normalized frequency threshold represents the minimum number of a collocation mentions, whereas the sparsity threshold represents the minimum number of years, or periods, a collocation is used (not necessarily in consecutive order), making a distinction between real MWEs and temporarily used multiword expressions.
Related Work

Multiword Expressions (MWEs)
Languages contain Multiword expressions (MWEs) that are compounded from a few words (lexemes).
MWEs contain various types of expressions such as transparent collocations, fixed phrases, similes, catch phrases, proverbs, quotations, greetings, & phatic phrases (Atkins and Rundell, 2008) . They are also used "to enhance fluency and understandability, or mark the register/genre of language use [...] . For example, MWEs can make language more or less informal/colloquial (c.f. London Underground vs. Tube, and piss off vs. annoy)." (Baldwin and Kim, 2010) Some MWEs are idiomatic expressions (e.g. pull one's leg), while others " [...] have the singularity of breaching general language rules" (Ramisch, 2013, p2) , such as from now on, from time to time, etc. They may be common names, e.g., master key, vacuum cleaner, and "sometimes the words [...] are collapsed and form a single word" (Ramisch, 2013, p2) , like honeymoon, and firearm.
Since MWEs are a mixed set with multiple phenomena, we adopt the broad and practical definition that Ramisch (2013) (Ramisch, 2013, p23) . This definition emphasizes that MWEs are a single unit, which is especially important for translation, as Ramisch hints.
Several methods exist for finding, or extracting, MWEs from corpora. Often, researchers focus on a single kind of expressions, and length, e.g., Noun-Noun expressions of length two (Al-Haj and Wintner, 2010), or Verb-Noun idiom construction (Fazly et al., 2009 ). Focusing on a certain kind of expressions can be achieved by crafting a tailored-characterization of these MWEs, creating a model using a machine learning algorithm, and testing it. For example, Tsvetkov & Wintner (2011) suggested a method for any kind of MWEs, by training a system to learn a Bayesian model, based on characteristics such as the number of contexts the expression occurs in, how flexible it is to synonym word replacements, syntactic variability, or whether a translation of the expression appears in another language.
Trend Detection in Language Corpora
As new expressions become less, or more, frequently used, we can try to track these changes over the years by finding frequency trends. Identifying a trend involves a few tasks, though: One has to identify a statistically significant change in the data over time, to estimate the effect size of that change, while trying to pinpoint the exact time periods of these changes (Gray, 2007) . Buerki (2013) compared three methods for finding "ongoing change" in MWEs within Swiss Text Corpus, which he divided into 5 periods, or data points. He found that the Chi-square test was the most flexible, had an arbitrary cut-off frequency value when stating a statistically significant change in frequency, and could alert of a trend when it occurred in some periods, compared to other methods -not only to a continuous linear increase/decrease. Chi-square outperformed other methods as coefficient of difference (D) by Belica (1996) -the sum of squares of frequencies for each period, or coefficient of variance (CV) , which ranks the terms and uses an arbitrary cut-off point, e.g., the top third of the ranked list (Buerki, 2013) . When the assumption of normal distribution is unrealistic or when the actual trend is nonlinear, Kendall's τ nonparametric statistic (Gray, 2007) can be used.
Synonymy
Synonymous expressions can replace each other to convey the same meaning. This claim is not accurate, though, since most synonyms are not semantically identical: "Synonymy, or more precisely near-synonymy, is the study of semantic relations between lexemes or constructions that possess a similar usage" (Glynn, 2010, p2) . While Glynn's Cognitive Linguistics research investigated differences between annoy, bother, and hassle, Kalla (2006) studied differences between three Hebrew words that mean a friend: yadid, rea, amit.
Mahlow & Juska-Bacher (2011) created a German diachronic dictionary by finding variations of pre-selected expressions. Expression variations were found by using patterns and by assigning expressions to types (categories). JuskaBacher & Mahlow (2012) elaborate more on their semi-automatic method to find structural and semantic changes in German phrasemes (idiomatic MWEs): First, they found candidate phrasemes by looking at nouns with at least 2% frequency, as well as other indicators. Then, they chose select phrasemes, after manually looking into old and contemporary dictionaries. These phrasemes were found in various corpora and manually analysed for changes. Above all, their work emphasizes the importance of manual examination, in addition to corpus-based approaches: "Fully automatic detection of phrasemes is not as yet possible, which is why lexicographers have to manually determine idiomaticity (Rothkegel, 2007)" (JuskaBacher and Mahlow, 2012, p8) .
Dagan & Schler (2013) used a semi-automatic iterative and interactive approach for creating a diachronic Hebrew thesaurus. They tried to automatically find synonym terms for a given list of terms by using second-order distributional similarity. Then they let a lexicographer to either select synonyms, or mark terms for query expansion. Kenter et al. (2015) presented an automatic algorithm that detects vocabulary change for specific input terms in Dutch, across a period of 40 years. They used distributional similarity to find time-stamped semantic spaces, and used the resulting graph to infer synonymous relationship.
Research Methods
Trend Detection & Analysis
To identify increasing and decreasing trends, we calculated the number of yearly mentions in the Google Syntactic Ngrams corpus for each MWE from the jMWE list. Then, we normalized the frequencies by dividing each yearly frequency by the number of words in the corpus for that year. Finally, we segmented the histograms into 7-year periods, summed-up the normalized frequencies in each period, and smoothed the histograms by using a simple moving average with a sliding window size of 5 periods.
Since we segmented and smoothed the timeseries, the assumption of sample independence could not be assumed. Hence, we chose two nonparametric tests for trend existence: Kendall's τ correlation coefficient and Daniels test for trend. Kendall's τ correlation coefficient is often used when distributional assumptions of the residuals are violated or when there is a nonlinear association between two variables" (Gray, 2007, p29) . The null hypothesis of Kendall's τ is that there is no trend (H 0 : τ = 0), and the alternative hypothesis is that there is a trend (H 1 : τ = 0).
Since the values in a time-series are ordered by time, let G i be the number of data points after y i that are greater than y i . In the same manner, let L i stand for the number of data points after y i that are less than y i . Given this, Kendall's τ coefficient is calculated as
where S is the sum of differences between Gi and Li along the time-series:
The test statistic z is calculated by
When n is large (e.g., n > 30), z has "approximately normal distribution", so a p-value can be based on the normal distribution table. For smaller n values, other tables can be used to get a p-value (Gray, 2007) . Daniels test for trend (1950, as mentioned in U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1974) uses Spearman's ρ rank correlation coefficient, which ranks each data point X i in the timeseries as R(X i ). After ranking, ρ is calculated as
As with the Kendall's τ correlation test, Daniels test compares Spearman's ρ to a critical value, set by the sample size n: When n < 30, the critical value W p for a desired p-value is set according to a dedicated table (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1974). When n ≥ 30, the critical value is calculated using X p , which is the p quantile of a standard normal distribution:
We ordered the list of computed trends by the statistic (Kendall's τ ) and reviewed the top 30 expressions with the highest increasing trend and the 30 expressions with the lowest decreasing trend. The usage trends of these 60 expressions were tested again, using Daniels test for trend. Then, we looked up each expression in Oxford Historical Thesaurus 1 , tried to find its synonymous expression, and compared the trends of both expressions to visualize an old-new relationship between them.
Finding New MWEs
We have tested the hypothesis that new MWEs can be detected in a collocations dataset by certain sparsity and normalized frequency thresholds. Using the Google Syntactic Ngrams corpus and the ready-made list of 65, 450 MWEs (Kulkarni and Finlayson, 2011) , which is used by the jMWE library for detecting MWEs in text, we set the minimum normalized frequency threshold to that of the least mentioned MWE. In the same manner, we set the threshold of maximum sparsity to the sparsity of the MWE that was mentioned in the corpus across the smallest number of years. Next, we compared three criteria for selecting candidate expressions from Google Syntactic Ngrams (collocations) that are not part of the ready-made MWE list: (1) by their top trend statistic and normalized frequency, (2) by their top normalized frequency only, or (3) by their lowest sparsity. For each criterion, we labeled the top k collocations as MWEs or not, according to our understanding, and calculated the precision@k. The trend statistic criterion was chosen based on the assumption that emerging MWEs are characterized by a positive usage trend until their common adoption.
The code we used, as well as the results can be found on Github 2 .
Experimental Results
Dataset
We found the Google Books Syntactic-Ngrams dataset 3 suitable for our needs (Goldberg and Orwant, 2013) , since it is a historical corpus containing data over hundreds of years. Specifically, we explored MWE usage using the 1 Million English subset of the dataset that was constructed from 1 Million English books corpus (Michel et al., 2011) published between 1520 and 2008 and originally contained 101.3 billion words. Each line in the dataset already contains 2-5 n-gram (words) collocations that were found in the 1M English corpus at least 10 times. Each collocation entry specifies its terms, part-of-speech tagging and syntactic dependency labels, total frequency, and a frequency histogram for the years where the ngram was found. For example, here is how a line from the dataset looks like: For our research, we only used the "arcs" files of the dataset, which contain trigrams -two content words and optionally their functional markers. Content words are meaningful elements whereas functional-markers "[...] add polarity, modality or definiteness information to the meaningful elements, but do not carry semantic meaning of their own." (Goldberg and Orwant, 2013, p3) . These phrases were checked against jMWE's predefined MWE list (Kulkarni and Finlayson, 2011) , which is described later. Although one can explore files with single-word terms as well, tracking their usage should be problematic as they may be polysemous, i.e. their meaning may vary depending on context and language changes. We assume that polysemy of multi-word expressions is so rare that it can be ignored. Since the jMWE parser relies on part-of-speech tagging to find MWEs, we did not differentiate collocations by their syntactic dependency, and summed histograms with similar partof-speech (POS) in the dataset into a single histogram, even though they could have different syntactic dependencies.
In order to bring the words to their stem form before sending the trigrams to jMWE expression detector, we lemmatized the terms with Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit (Manning et al., 2014) . In addition, due to the special function underscores (" ") have in jMWE, we converted them to dashes ("-"). If that was the only character of the token/term, it was ignored. The total counts of the number of tokens in the corpus were taken from the Google Books 1M English Corpus (Google, 2009 ).
Usage Analysis of Multiword Expressions
For the Google Syntactic Ngrams dataset, we created expression histograms for the years 1701-2008, since only from 1701 there is more than 1 book per year. As a result, histograms spanned 309 years instead of 489 years, before segmentation, and 44 periods, or bins, in the final histograms.
We found 45,759 MWEs (out of 65,450 entries in the MWE index) in the arcs, or trigram files of the dataset (see research methods, above, for details). 41,366 MWEs of them had a statistically significant trend -an increase or decrease in counts -over the years (Kendall's τ |z| > 3 or Daniels Test for trend, where Spearman's |ρ| > 0.392; α = .01).
The most frequently used expressions were of which and in case (5% frequency, or 50,000/Million words, over a total of 30 periods -210 years), while the least frequently used expressions were bunker buster and qassam brigades (0.122/Million words, over a total of 28 years). Figure 1 plots the normalized frequency versus rank of each expression that was found, and shows that Zipf's law (Estoup, 1916 , as mentioned in Manning & Schutze, 1999) , which states that there is a constant relationship between word frequencies and their rank, fits most of the expressions we have explored.
93% of expressions had a sparse histogram, meaning they were used during a rather short period in the dataset (i.e. 90% sparsity corresponds to usage during 4 periods -28 years). These MWEs were mostly named entities, as Georgia O'Keef, though some of them were rarely used MWEs (e.g., Sheath pile), or new expressions such as web log. In order to overcome these problems, we selected only MWEs with a trend that were used for at least 30% of 7-year periods. That step left us with 15,895 MWEs (907 of them with negative trends) that were frequently used across most periods of the dataset, so we could clearly see change in their usage and focus on prevalent expressions. Table 1 shows the 30 expressions with the most increasing usage trends, and Table  2 shows the 30 expressions with the most decreasing usage trends that were found in the dataset.
Finding Candidate MWEs
In addition to ready-made MWEs found in the dataset, collocations that were not included in the ready-made MWEs list [24] were considered candidate expressions if they passed two thresholds. We set the normalized frequency threshold to 1.22E-08, which equals the normalized frequency of the least mentioned MWE that was found in the MWE list (Kulkarni and Finlayson, 2011) . This threshold represents 0.122 mentions per million words, or 1,359 mentions across the 111 Billion words in the Google Syntactic n-gram dataset (between the years 1701-2008). We also set the sparsity threshold to 4 periods -the shortest period an MWE spans, which equals to 28 years. In order to find only newer expressions, we looked for candidate expressions that started to appear since 1904. Using these thresholds, we found 4,153 candidate expressions. 2,881 of them had a statistically significant trend (α = .01), of which, only 13 showed a decreasing trend. 24 (80%) of the 30 candidate expressions with the most increasing usage trend have MWE characteristics, though some of them are actually professional terms used only in a very specific domain, such as acoustic energy, learning environment, and control subject; However, seven of the candidate expressions were not found in dictionaries 4 , while showing characteristics of a multi-word expression as Diary entry, older adult, entry into force, emergency entrance, etc. This may suggest that the two thresholds can be used to find candidate multiword expressions in a multi-year corpus of collocations, as a complement to other existing methods for finding MWEs.
We have also evaluated two other methods that select candidate expressions by taking into account (1) only the normalized frequency values, or (2) only the sparsity values, without taking into account the trend value. We compared the three methods using precision@k measure, which allows to track the precision over a range of candidate expressions (collocations) list sizes. As Figure 2 shows, it seems that the best method is to select candidate expressions by sparsity alone while leaving-out proper name expressions.
Trend Analysis
Before looking at expressions with trends, we looked how expressions with no statistically significant trend behave. We chose expressions that have nearly constant mean number of mentions, and their Kendall's τ test statistic and Spearman's ρ are relatively far from statistically significant values.
Two expressions (collect call and lift up) had no trend and behaved almost as straight lines; other expressions did not behave as a straight horizontal line, as one expects when no trend is reported, however, this fits our expectations from Kendall's τ and Spearman's ρ to identify a statistically significant trend only with high confidence (α = .01): Expressions with high frequency peak fluctuations (e.g., white wine, or tribes of Israel) had a trend canceling effect by previous or future fluctuations, in Kendall's τ equation 2, which is based on the sum of differences. Expressions with a peak in frequency towards the end, as natural language, had no trend too since the trend is rather short (the last 48 years of over a period 300 years). These results have confirmed the robustness of our tests.
It is noteworthy that some expressions with the most decreasing trends in Table 2 are related to religion (e.g., revealed religion, god almighty, Church of Rome, St. Peter, and high church). Though our work does not explain language changes, this may be an interesting finding for sociolinguistic researchers, which may indicate a secularization process.
Top Increasing trends
In order to find old-new relationships between the time-series of some synonymous expressions, we chose the top 30 expressions with the most increasing usage trend, and looked for their historical synonymous expressions in a thesaurus. By visualizing the trends of the synonymous expressions, we could find evidence that later expressions replaced earlier ones. We found synonymous expressions in a thesaurus for 8 out of the 30 expressions in Table 1 : in practice, better off, talk about, go wrong, In fact, for instance, police officer and on and off. However, we did not find Table 1 : 30 expressions with the highest increasing usage trend. (n -noun phrase; v -verb phrase; j -adjective; r -adverb; o -other).
synonymous expressions in our ready-made MWE list for in practice and better off. None of the synonymous expressions for the remaining 6 expressions had a statistically significant decreasing usage trend. Here are some detailed examples: Talk about is "[...] often used colloq. to contrast something already mentioned with something still more striking; [...]" (Talk, v., 2015) . Its synonym expressions are talk of, as well as speak of -a synonym not mentioned in Oxford English Dictionary. Figure 3 shows that speak of is more widely used than talk about since it may have additional meanings, as stating another example to the discussion, where talk about and talk of are used only (Wrong, adj. and adv., 2015) . It has many synonym expressions; in Figure 4 we compare it with synonyms we found in the ready-made MWE list (Kulkarni and Finlayson, 2011) : break down (1837), go bad (1799) and go off (1695). In fact (dated 1592) is defined as "in reality, actually, as a matter of fact. Now often used parenthetically as an additional explanation or to correct a falsehood or misunderstanding (cf. in point of fact at Phrases 3)" (Fact, n., int., and adv. [P2], 2015) . In Figure 5 we compare it with synonyms we found in the ready-made MWE list (Kulkarni and Finlayson, 2011) : 'smatter of fact (1922), in effect, in truth (1548), in esse[nce], and de facto (Really or actually [adverb], 2015) .
The expression on and off has an earlier synonym expression:off and on (On and off, adv., adj., and n., 2015) , as shown in Figure 6 . Both expressions have statistically significant increase trends, while on and off exceeds off and on since around 1921.
Top Decreasing trends
Similar to the previous section 4.5, we chose the top 30 expressions with the most decreasing usage trend, and looked for their historical synonymous expressions in a thesaurus. Again, we saw evidence that later expressions replace earlier ones.
In total, we found synonymous expressions in a thesaurus for 7 out of the 30 expressions in Ta ble 2: Let fly, take notice, give ear, law of nature, good nature, ought to and no more. However, we did not find synonymous expressions for good nature in our ready-made MWE list, to compare with. All of the synonymous expressions for the remaining 6 expressions had a statistically significant increasing usage trend, hinting that old-new relationships exist between them. In addition, expressions with decreasing trends were often found in Oxford Online Dictionary 5 as an obsolete, rare, or poetic expressions. Here are two examples:
The expressions take notice and give ear could also be phrased as pay attention or take heed (Notice, n., 2015). The expression pay attention has an increasing trend, and may partially explain the decrease of take notice, as shown in Figure 7 . The drastic decrease in usage of the expression take notice could also be explained by single-word synonyms as note, notice, and listen, which we did not compare to.
Though no more has several meanings, we found in the MWE list (Kulkarni and Finlayson, 5 give ear (v) pay attention (v) Figure 7 : Comparison of expressions take notice, take note, give ear and pay attention.
2011) only synonyms in the sense of never again or nevermore: never again and no longer (Never again, 2015):
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Discussion & Conclusions
We explored the change in Multiword expressions (MWEs) usage, or functionality over the years. By visualizing the trends of synonymous expressions, we found evidence to our hypothesis that old-new relationship exists between some expressions: We found synonymous expressions with an increasing usage trend for all 6 expressions with decreasing usage trends, though we did not find decreasing usage trends for synonymous expressions of expressions with increasing usage trends. We found that some expressions with the most decreasing trends are related to religion, which might interest sociolinguists. We showed that it is possible to find new MWEs in a historical collocations corpus using either normalized frequency or sparsity thresholds, as seven of the 24 candidate expressions were found to be metaphoric phrases not included in dictionaries 6 . Using normalized frequency was better, on average, as a criterion to find any type of candidate expressions, whereas using sparsity was better if one is not interested in proper name expressions. Expressions in the MWE list (Kulkarni and Finlayson, 2011) were mentioned in the Google Syntactic-Ngrams dataset for at least 28 years in a row. This may suggest a minimum period lexicographers can test an expression against before entering it into a dictionary or thesaurus.
In the future, it is possible to tweak Kendall's τ coefficient, especially equation 2, so a short-term trend towards the end of the time-series would also be recognized as statistically significant. Future work may also improve the methods for finding MWEs by introducing flexibility in the expression structure, and by using synonym words replacement. These would assist lexicographers to track the evolution of human language. A usage trend may also be used as a feature by an MWE extraction algorithm; the historical perspective of an expression usage may be valuable for identifying stable expressions, while filtering out short-term collocations.
